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Table System

Tablox™ Table System –
Smartly Designed for Impact and Value!

Skyline’s Most Advanced Table System
The Tablox™ Table System is the first modular table system consisting of sturdy solid panels with extrusions designed to easily ‘snap’ and
lock into place. Durable thermoformed panels make Tablox extremely damage resistant. Tablox is modular so you can design workstations
of almost any size and design to fit your needs. Standard tables assemble without tools and can easily be installed in 5 minutes or less.

Modular Design for Versatility
Modular Tablox has 23” x 23” (58 cm) and 23” x 46” (117 cm)
standard units along with compatible Cascade and Fascia components. Units easily connect to achieve various designs and sizes.
Built-in connection system makes installing Tablox a breeze.
Tables securely snap and lock together without tools.
Tablox tables also feature a toe kick on all four sides!

Easy-Access Storage
Tablox shelves support up to 50 lbs. (22.7 kg) each. Springloaded connector pins attached to each shelf allow for quick
installation. Shelves are easily repositioned to various heights
within the table.
Secure, locking doors are available along with a utility drawer
to keep pencils, business cards and other small objects out of
sight, yet accessible.

Custom Branded Graphics
Customize your Tablox table with branded graphics!
Detachable Skyline graphics quickly install with magnets.
And, since they are detachable, you can change your look or
message without having to replace structural table panels.
That saves money.
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Tablox Video!
See how the smartly-designed features
of Tablox make it so versatile and easy to use.
www.skyline.com/product-videos/tablox
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Tablox Provides the Best Value
™

Skyline designed and engineered Tablox to be attractive, easy to use and versatile. With its smart design and superior durability,
Tablox modular tables, cabinets and workstations provide great value for trade shows and many other applications.

Accessories Add Functionality
Tablox has built-in wire management in all four corners. In
addition, access holes can be ordered in any of four positions
for a 23” top or any of six positions for a 46” top. Lead
management slots can also be ordered in either of two
positions (right).
Optional accessories include technology/tablet holder (cover),
literature holder, shelving and more. All are easy to install and
respositionable to fit specific needs.

Choose From Eight Finishes
In addition to standard black and white, Tablox is available in
six other designer colors and textures to match your brand. Mix
colors to achieve a disctinct and complementary look.
Thermoformed Tablox components are much more durable
than laminate covered panels, which are prone to chipping.

Easy Dismantle and Transport
Dismantling and packing Tablox is as easy as its installation!
Standard 23” or 46” units have only six components – a
single-piece base, four side panels and a top. It’s intuitive
and there are no small parts that need to be disassembled.
Tablox 23” x 23” tables pack small in a durable case that has
wheels for easy transport.
(Packaging options are available for 23” x 46” tables.)
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